Welcome to the Bowdoin College Children’s Center! This Family Handbook has been written as an informative guide for your reference while your children are with us. We have worked as a committee of Center staff, Bowdoin staff, and parents to create a handbook that will be transparent and supportive as you partner with us. In this handbook, you will find information about the Children’s Center’s educational philosophies and practices, and our administrative policies.

Overview of the Center

The Children’s Center has been a department of Bowdoin College since 1988, residing in a building designed specifically for our use in 2003. We receive support through Bowdoin College’s administrative offices in the way any department does and therefore appreciate a stable and carefully maintained existence while we provide high-quality and excellent care for your children.

There is an “open door” policy that welcomes all families to the Center anytime during operating hours. Families may visit, arrive, and depart as they choose. We see the Center as the partner in the parents’ lives. To that end, we look to families to share their children’s days with them at the Center as they choose. This handbook serves as a guide for all families and is one of several pieces of information for families about the Center.

The Children’s Center staff partners with families by offering them opportunities to participate in their children’s days at the Center in a variety of ways: through information sharing in daily notes from the primary educator and weekly newsletters from the director. Parents also work with staff on committee work, as parent room representatives, or with special projects. They are welcome to visit their children’s rooms at any time however often times it is for special occasions like birthdays, baking projects, or other events.

Please let us know of your questions or thoughts as you read this material and spend the next year at the Center. The administration is always available to you.

Welcome!

Martha Eshoo, Director (meshoo@bowdoin.edu)

Anne Adams, Associate Director (aadams@bowdoin.edu)
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Our Center’s Mission

The Children’s Center at Bowdoin College provides an excellent standard of care by nurturing and supporting all children, families, and educators.

Our Community and Vision
The Children’s Center places itself in the context of Bowdoin College and its surrounding community. We identify ourselves as community members through our professional interactions, support for educators, and partnerships with families. By designing our curriculum to use the offerings of the College, we establish a strong relationship with its members and offer children the opportunity to see themselves as part of a larger group. The diversity of our community, rich with skills, interests, and abilities, is enhanced as we draw on all Bowdoin has to offer. The Center is a continuing resource to Bowdoin, by opening doors to students and faculty for coursework and research and by offering employment to students.

The Center’s Philosophy

The team of educators at Bowdoin College Children’s Center welcomes children and their families, appreciating the diversity that forms our Center as a whole and the room communities. We celebrate a joyful, warm, and nurturing atmosphere throughout the Center where educators and children create strong foundational relationships through vibrant experiences and the educators’ reflective practice. The Center embodies commitment to our children by responding to their interests, intentionally building an inclusive and respectful community, and creating deepening partnerships with their families.

Families are at once individual expressions of who they are as well as representatives of a group culture. Our Center maintains a focus that respects and values the cultures and expressions in our community. Children will see themselves and their family reflected racially, ethnically, and culturally in photographs, stories, songs, and individual contributions at the Center.

Non-Discrimination Statement

Bowdoin College Children’s Center is committed to grouping children with their same aged peers. We believe that by building an inclusive environment where children are first recognized as members of their social group and their peers they will learn to create a community that is rich in diverse abilities, skills, and cultures. We will not exclude or subject any family to discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin, age, disability, political beliefs, cultural heritage, or any other protected status. In addition, toilet learning is not an eligibility requirement for enrollment in any group.
ADMINISTRATION, STAFF, and PROGRAMS

Organizational Authority, Licensing and Accreditation

The Senior Vice President of Finance & Administration/ Treasurer of Bowdoin College oversees the Children’s Center. The Children’s Center as a department of Bowdoin College is fully licensed by the Maine Department of Human Services (renewed every two years) and has been accredited since 2008 with a five year reaccreditation in 2014 through the National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC), a nationally recognized organization of early childhood professionals. Because of the NAEYC status and our staff qualifications, Maine Roads to Quality has credited the Center with Level 4 status that offers families a reduction on their income tax because of the high-level quality childcare they receive. This Family Handbook has been written in accordance with the Maine State regulations for group care settings, and reflects NAEYC accreditation standards.

Administrators and Educators

The Children’s Center’s staff includes the Director, Associate Director, co-lead educators, and educators. The Director and Associate Director collaborate with the co-lead educators and educators as they create curriculum, understand each child’s development, and build partnerships with families and team members.

The Director is the primary connection between the College and the administration of the Center. In this role the Director manages the fiscal, personnel, and facility management relying on the College departments and offices as resources. The Director is responsible for the overall management of the operations of the Center and the supervision of the educator staff.

The Associate Director oversees the daily management of the rooms, the staffing, and the day-to-day operations of the Center. Both of these administrative staff members collaborate to best serve the children, educators, and families. The administrative team is available to parents each day either in person, by email, or phone to answer questions or respond to requests.

The co-lead educators are mentors for educators in each room. Their work has proven to meet a standard of excellence both in their professional work and in their academic achievement. The co-leads’ philosophy of early care and education as well as their principles of practice are exemplary. Co-lead educators have strong interpersonal skills so that they can successfully mentor and guide educators on their team.

The educators are recent graduates, new to the field, or coming from another program, that demonstrate strong interest to the field, successful completion of academic course work, and an openness to learn from mentors about philosophy and practice. They are trained as educators and hold a strong position in the room working with children, student interns, and substitute educators.

The co-lead educators, educators, and administration work in their own teams to care for the children in their respective rooms, as well as in a Center team to support all of the children in the program. We believe that collaboration and connection across the Center creates a strong community for young children.

Bowdoin College Students

Student Interns
As part of our mission we strive to offer Bowdoin College students an opportunity to participate at the Center upon their request. Students from the Psychology Department’s course: Infant and Child Development (Psych. 210) work as student interns. They are welcomed to the rooms to observe young children’s development, participate as support to the educator staff, and consider how their course material is demonstrated in practice. Students participating through this course at the Center undergo an hour-long orientation (offered during class time), which includes adherence to the confidentiality guidelines, sensitivity to young children’s experiences at the Children’s Center, suggestions for interacting with young children, and appropriate professional behavior in the room. Many interns are interested in becoming student-employees after this course is completed.

Throughout the year we also welcome students from other courses at Bowdoin who might need to complete a naturalistic observation, read to children, or observe their play. If individual research projects are to be conducted there will be formal written requests to parents for signed and informed permission indicating that the Institutional Review Board approves this research.

Student Employees
During the year we hire Bowdoin students who are interested and have shown promise to work alongside the educator staff in the room. Student employees assist in preparation of snack, cleaning the room between activities, preparing lunch, supporting the educators during nap times, and interacting with the children. All student applications will be initially reviewed with the Office of the Dean of Student Affairs to ensure their “good social standing” in the College community. Additionally, a background check is completed and an hour-long orientation process occurs.

Only students who have worked with us previously and reached a standard of excellence, have completed first aid and CPR training, and have been oriented to the policies and procedures of the Center will be considered as substitute educators. A typical Bowdoin student employee will not be left alone with children to supervise them at any time.

Any Bowdoin student employee at the Center must have a completed criminal history background check and screening through the Department of Health and Human Services as well as the Maine State Bureau of Investigation in order to be on site. The co-leads supervise these student employees in the room while the Associate Director oversees their participation in the program.

Student participants
We are fortunate to have students who come to the Center to speak foreign languages, sing, or share talents and skills with the Center on a regular basis. We may have students come weekly to read, sing, or speak Spanish, French, or Italian to the children. In the past this experience has been offered in connection to coursework with faculty collaboration and or as volunteer experiences. Volunteers are also vetted through the Office of the Dean of Student Affairs. We will visit student athletes to play basketball on the court, skate on the ice, or watch practices. When we know these students from their work at the Center, it is meaningful, both to the children and the students. The Associate Director organizes their participation and inclusion in the Center.
Other College Students

The Children’s Center strives to become a model of excellence where educators and students come to learn the best practices in early childhood care and education. In this light, the Center developed strong relationships with the Early Childhood Departments at The University of Maine/Farmington, Southern Maine Community College, Central Maine Community College, and Andover College. We offer these students opportunities to complete semester or yearlong practice. These practicum students commit two to three days per week over a semester or year to one of our rooms where they can participate in all aspects of care for children as appropriate, observe the mentoring educators, and create curriculum. At no time are any of these students left alone with the children. The Associate Director supervises this program by placing students in the rooms, ensuring that the co-lead educators are supported as mentors, and scheduling the field faculty member’s observations and meetings with the co-lead and student. We balance the number of students participating in each room so that it isn’t a burden to the young children or the educators.

Substitutes

The Associate Director manages the interviewing, hiring and training of casual substitute educators who cover in rooms for naptime meetings, sick days, and vacations. The Associate Director is responsible for staffing the room with the right ratios, skills, and personalities.

Substitutes all receive a thorough tour of the Center and specific orientation to the kitchen, general orientation and overview of the Center policies and staff Guidebook. Educators are asked to welcome the substitutes and offer them answers to their questions, orient them to the room, introduce them to the schedule, procedures, and finally the children. Substitutes are asked to spend time in each room before they hold full responsibility for their shift however, they may find themselves in the room helping out immediately as a way to get to know the children. While substitutes can care for children, they will not be responsible for the operation of the full room until they have been observed and the administration believes them to be responsible for this level of leadership. At that time they will understand the evacuation procedures, medication procedures, and have a full understanding of individual children’s care.

Parents are always interested in and happy to get to know the substitutes in the room. We keep photos of the substitutes in our binder and posted under password protection on the website. We also ask substitute teachers, student interns, and student employees to wear a badge that marks their participation in the room. Substitutes may introduce themselves to the parents in the event that an educator isn’t available to do so. Unless instructed to do so, substitutes should only communicate general information to parents about the groups’ day. Educators will always hold responsibility for communicating delicate or sensitive information to the parents.

Hiring/Screening

Because staff members at the Children’s Center are Bowdoin College employees, they are interviewed and hired through the Children’s Center and Human Resources. All of the hiring policies and practices of the College apply to this process as well. In accordance with NAEYC accreditation standards, the Children’s Center requires candidates to have at least a bachelor’s degree in early care and education, a related field, or an equivalence of that education as well as experience with young children. Additionally, efforts are made to hire and maintain staff with cultural and racial characteristics of the families served. We will not exclude or subject any candidate to discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin, age, disability, political beliefs, cultural heritage, or any other protected status.

Candidates who meet these criteria may receive an initial interview. Our hiring procedures begin with an initial interview at the Center with the Director. If the candidate returns to continue
interviewing for the position, they meet with Human Resources, spend two hours in the classroom observing, interview with the teaching team, interview with other educators in the Center, and finally meet with either the Associate Director and then the Director.

Based on conversations and reflections about the interview with Human Resources, the staff, and the Directors, a recommendation to hire can be made. This is followed by at least two reference checks that are completed by phone and culminate in the online submission of the hiring proposal and subsequent conditional offer of employment to the candidate.

Prior to final hiring, background checks are completed, which include: criminal history record check, a Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) Child Protective Services report, Maine State Bureau of Investigation (SBI) report, and a motor vehicle record (MVR) check. Additionally, a new hire completes a pre-employment physical at Centers for Orthopedics, documents current immunizations and TB test results, and completes pediatric first aid and CPR training. As well, we require staff to complete three on-line trainings: Blood Born Pathogen training, food safety preparation, and Administration of Medication. We also require all staff to earn clearance to drive Bowdoin vehicles for field trips.

As part of the educator’s initial orientation to Bowdoin College, they are invited to complete a three-hour orientation session with Human Resources, a meeting to review Center policies and procedures, and a weeklong orientation with the educator staff in their room.
Enrollment and re-enrollment

Initial Visit and the Waiting List

We welcome families to contact us with their interest in the Center and questions about enrollment. All families are guided to complete an application form available on the website and submit it with a $25 application fee to hold a space on the waiting list. A family may enroll to place an infant on the waiting list up to 8 months in advance of the child’s birth. We open the Center to all interested families on a Saturday in November (this date is posted on the website) in order for them to tour the facility and see the physical site. Throughout the year, we keep the program closed to prospective families who are not immediately in line for a slot in order to minimize the disruption to the children and educators during their day.

The waiting list is carefully managed for both Bowdoin families and community families. All families are kept current on our list serve and receive emails from us intermittently through the year. Families may contact us about their place on the waiting list; however, for community families, positions may vary because of Bowdoin College family enrollment. As a family’s name rises on the waiting list, we offer them a visit to the program that includes a tour of the facility and a meeting with the director.

Enrolling children

The Children’s Center values and appreciates a strong relationship with all families. Contracts with families are considered annually. Community spots are offered in light of the Bowdoin demand for slots. Preference for a slot will be given in this order: to Bowdoin College families currently enrolled in the program, Bowdoin College students, faculty and staff of Bowdoin College who are enrolling a new sibling and have children who will be enrolled for the next academic year, new children of Bowdoin College faculty and staff, returning community families, siblings of present community families, siblings of past community families, and then new community families. If a community member’s contract is not renewed, they will have the option to place their name at the top of the Community wait list for the next year.

Considering the number of days for your family

If families wish to reduce their annual contract after March 31 they are welcome to put this request in writing. If another family will contract for those days, then the contract can be reduced. If there isn’t anyone who is interested in adding extra days then the family maintains their contract and the financial responsibility for those days.

If a family signs an annual contract for less than 5 days a week we advise that careful consideration is given to this, as adding an additional day may be very difficult from one year to the next. We advise parents of infants and young toddlers to consider not only the number of days they want immediately but also the number of days they may want in future years as flexibility for adding days may not be available.

Enrolling children in full time or part time slots

Each room offers full and part time slots for enrollment. After enrolling the children who are currently in the Center, we move to enrolling children on the waiting list. Families may choose to enroll their child in a part time slot if there is one available that compliments the remaining days of a full-time slot. The following is an outline of the number and types of part time slots that can be available for parents to choose on a first come first serve basis.

- **Infants**: 1, 3-day slot and 1, 2-day slot
- **YT /OT**: 1, 3-day slots and 2, 2-day slots
- **PS**: 3, 3-day and 3, 2-day slots

Because the 2 and 3-day slots compliment each other we suggest that

- **3 day slots could be**: M,W,F; M,T,W; T, Th, F; or M, T, Th
- **2 day slots could be**: T, Th; Th, Fri; M, W; or W, F
Enrollment Contracts:
- Contracts for the academic year enrollment
- 10-month (mid August – mid June) and
- full-year contracts (mid August – mid August) are due by March 31 of that year.
- During this enrollment period, parents of part-time children can negotiate new schedules for the next year as slots become available.
- Parents may submit their sabbatical plans (in February) for the following year.
- Contracts are written to reflect the enrollment requests each family makes. These are binding contracts so please refer to their wording and terms.
- Infants who are enrolled for mid August of the following academic year may enroll during the summer months (mid June – mid August) if there is a space available and they are at least 6 weeks old.

Summer enrollment:
Bowdoin College families may choose to sign 10-month or 12-month contract. In order to take advantage of this benefit they must sign a contract for the correct number of months. In the event that parents withdraw their child for the summer, they will place pay a retainer fee of 25% of their monthly tuition to hold the slot for this period.

Sabbatical policy:
Faculty who are on sabbatical may leave the Center for up to one year and return to their slot. In order to engage in this benefit, families must:

- Notify the Center Director by February of the next enrollment year, (This is at least 6 months notice so that a space can be filled by another child for this year).
- Place a signed sabbatical contract agreeing to its terms in their file. If a parent would like to enroll for the summer program after an academic sabbatical, they may have that opportunity as a slot becomes available.
- Pay 25% of their monthly tuition each month to hold their slot while on sabbatical.
- Return to pay tuition to the Center at the beginning of the next academic calendar year at the latest. If a family has an extended sabbatical (beyond 12 months), they can discuss arrangements with the administrator.
- Each Bowdoin family in the Center is able to use this benefit regardless of their affiliation to the College. (If a spouse is taking sabbatical from a different institution and the other spouse is a Bowdoin staff employee, this would apply to them as well). Community members are not offered this benefit.
**Enrollment Contracts and Tuition:**

**Enrollment Deposit**
Parents must pay a non-refundable enrollment deposit to secure their child’s place in the program. The Children’s Center retains the original enrollment deposit to be used towards the program. The deposit shall be credited toward tuition obligation for the last month of the Enrollment Period. However, the deposit may be forfeited upon early withdrawal (prior to the completion of the Enrollment Period), or for unmet financial obligations.

**New Family enrollment**
If you are new to the Center, you already will have toured the facility with the Director, reviewed the Family Handbook and some of the important policies, signed contracts, and determined billing information. Prior to your child’s first day, you and your child may visit the new room on several occasions. This offers parent and child an opportunity to find a place to explore the room together, and to develop a “goodbye” ritual to use.

When parents feel comfortable in their child’s space and when they share it with their children, everyone begins to see the room as an extension of home life and an experience with their family. When a child has the opportunity to share their room with their family, it can make the experience of separating and spending the day apart more manageable. We invite parents to speak with us about this in order to understand this practice more.

During the initial enrollment period, primary educators will provide families with a home visit. This is an opportunity to become more familiar with the routines and expectations of the program, to acquaint yourself with the primary educator, and to have your questions answered about the room. Often the older children enjoy seeing an primary educator at their home so that they can share their things and experiences with them.

**Enrollment Materials**
The following forms must be completed for your child’s initial enrollment in our program:
- Enrollment Contract
- Personal Information Form
- Emergency Contact Information Card (“Pink Card”)
- Child Health Assessment Form
- Permission to Participate Form

Individual Emergency care plans will be completed for children with known medical or developmental problems that might require special care in an emergency

We will make sure that all emergency information, your child’s immunization forms, and health insurance information are kept updated by asking you to review them in January and June.

**Re-enrollment materials**
If your child is currently enrolled at the Center, the following forms must be completed at the beginning of each year:
- Enrollment contract
- Personal Information Form (only if your child is changing programs)
- Emergency Contact Information Card
- Updated Child Health Assessment Form or Updated Immunization Form
- Permission to Participate Form

In the event that pertinent information changes such as new cell numbers, new work numbers, new address, and/or new emergency contact information, please let us know.
Emergency Information

The emergency information parents complete on the pink card is filed in the administrative office, in your child’s own room, and in the field trip packet that all educators take with them when they are away from the building. To help you fill out the Emergency Information, we have included guidelines with the enrollment packet.
TUITION AND BILLING

Tuition
Tuition rates are set each year in February for the March re-enrollment period. Tuition is reflective of the exceptional quality of care, enriched curricular opportunities, and high level of professional educators in the program.

Tuition Obligation
Parents agree to pay the Children's Center tuition fees each month during the enrollment period. The tuition payments will be paid via payroll deduction or they will be billed by the Bowdoin College Controller’s Office as outlined below. Payroll deductions will occur on the last day of the month, beginning with the first month-end subsequent to the start date of the Enrollment Period. Exceptions to the payroll deduction policy will be considered in cases. Requests for such exceptions should be made in writing to the Controller of the College prior to the start of the Enrollment Period.

If an account becomes overdue by more than 30 days without prior approval of the Children’s Center’s Director, the families privilege of attending the Children’s Center would be suspended until the account is brought current. If the account becomes overdue by more than 90 days, the Children’s Center may terminate the contract and pursue collection of any outstanding debts through normal legal channels. Any reasonable collection costs and attorneys’ fees necessary for the collection of any amount not paid when due will be added to that account.

Parents also understand that enrolling their child in the Children’s Center program obligates them for the term of the Enrollment Period. Payment is required for each of the scheduled days in which the Children’s Center is open, whether or not the child is in attendance. Credits are not available for holidays, staff in-service days, snow days, vacation days, or when the child is absent.

Reducing Childcare Services During the Year
Parents understand that they can request in writing to reduce the number of days of childcare established upon enrollment and change their tuition obligation. The Children's Center reserves the right to grant or deny the request at its sole discretion. For example, the Children’s Center may decide to grant the schedule reduction if it is able to extend a contract with another family (i.e., if another family wants to increase the level of childcare services) for the time requested. However, if the Children’s Center denies the request, parents will maintain the contract and the financial responsibility for the number of days established upon enrollment.

Billing
The Bowdoin College Controller’s Office is responsible for sending out all bills and receiving payment. These bills will be sent to the parent or guardian’s home address.

Non-employee parents/guardians are billed by the Controller’s Office. Charges are due upon receipt of the bill, but no later than the last day of the month for which services are billed. Please send checks for tuition payment directly to the Bursar’s Office.

Accounts over 30 days past due
A child’s registration eligibility for future enrollment periods is placed on hold.

Accounts over 90 days past due
A family’s privilege to use the Children’s Center will be revoked.
Employees may set up a dependent care reimbursement account by speaking to the Human Resources Department. If a second child is enrolled in any of the programs, a 10% rate reduction will be applied to the lower fee. This reduction is available to participating Bowdoin employees only.

**Tax Credit**

Bowdoin College Children’s Center is a Level 4 on the Maine Roads to Quality rating system that offers parents the ability to claim a tax credit. You can find this number on the website in your password protected folder.

**Employee Discount Program:**

This program is available to Benefits eligible employees of the College and allows employees at all salary levels to utilize the Center at a discounted rate that will be reviewed annually for a limited number of full-time child openings, based on need and availability of openings. The discount is available for full-time openings. Employees must have a combined adjusted gross income of $74,400 or less. Eligibility will be reviewed on an annual basis.

If parents are interested in participating in the Employee Discount Program they will forward requests to be considered, to Human Resources along with prepared tax information any time before April 30. These latest federal tax form(s) will show the combined family* adjusted gross income (AGI) and/or parents will provide information regarding any extenuating circumstances that might be considered in the eligibility decision. If parents find they are unable to follow through with their contract after that conversation, they may withdraw their contract from the Center with no penalty by April 30.

*Where there are two parents and they are filing separately both tax returns must be presented

**Suspension or Termination**

Bowdoin College Children’s Center makes every effort to ensure each child’s and family’s needs are well matched with the philosophy of the program. In rare cases, a family may be asked to leave or reduce their time at the Center. The following examples are reasons a child or family may be suspended or asked to leave the program:

- Non-payment of tuition
- Non-compliance with Health Care Policies
- Inability of program to meet the child’s needs
- Behavior of child threatens safety of other children or staff
- Inappropriate behavior by parents

**Terminating a contract**

The educators and administration work intensely with the parents if a child has behavior difficulties that are hurtful or disruptive to people or to the program. Parents will be consulted and when appropriate, referrals will be made to further support the child in the room. Every effort will be made to help the program support the child and family. Administrators offer support and perspective to difficult situations by meeting with educators and parents to discuss the concerning behaviors and to make positive plans to address significant challenges.

Administrators will also be available to observe children in order to create plans and collaborate with families. The Center will consider further staff training; work with specialists, or consultation as part of a solution. Families and staff can discuss whether a shorter day may aid the situation temporarily or other such options to avoid terminating the contract. When these accommodations are made the tuition contract is not renegotiated.
Philosophy

Our Early Care and Education Philosophy

The educators provide children with developmentally appropriate responsive care and curriculum throughout their day. While this manifests differently in each age group, the tenants of this philosophy include a commitment to deeply respect each child. Through research, we know that children’s experiences of group care impact their relationships so secure primary relationships with educators is paramount. Through these secure and caring relationships trust is built between the young child and the educator. We focus on creating these trusting relationships in order to lead children to deep, rich play unfolding in the social, cognitive and physical worlds.

Educators also recognize the critical partnership with families that offer the basis for a secure relationship with children in the rooms. Based on the information collected in our intake forms, through home visits, and in daily conversations, educators and administrators build a program environment to be responsive to family culture and diversity. It is through these interactions that curriculum planning can be informed, teaching methods can be modified, and young children can be understood. Families are invited to monthly gatherings with the director to speak about topics that interest them and share information about their child rearing practices. Throughout the year, families come together at the Center for small room parent gatherings and in large full Center community suppers to share their food and conversation with others. This supports the development of their child’s curriculum.

The educator’s relationship with the child is paramount in the child’s experience of play. We work to build secure relationships so that each child has the freedom to play unencumbered by the stress of not knowing who is keeping them safe and cared for. As children play, educators create a haven where their play is strongly connected to the natural world, uninterrupted, and full of invitations for movement and discovery. In this way educators look to create and support opportunities that engage and entice children to build on what they know, follow their curiosity, ask questions, and explore further as they play.

Play is curriculum

The Children's Center is committed to and provides a warm and caring setting, which stimulates young children in the discovery of themselves, others, and the world around them. Of vital importance at the Center is the secure connection between the child and the primary educator in order for them to discover themselves as problem solvers, communicators, and peers. We support them as they try out new skills to reach those important milestones across all domains.

We also understand that the young child’s brain is developing to become a fully functioning adult brain. In these early years, young children are not prepared to learn in abstract ways, through lessons, or by direction. Therefore we offer experiential based play that is intentionally focused on their curiosity and direction. It is through these experiences that we recognize children’s interests, abilities, and skills and offer them the time and resources they need to develop.

We understand through research that children must immerse themselves in play in the early years. It is in these opportunities that children recognize the world as an interesting place and offer their bodies and minds the chance to develop. In the early years we see that engagement and fun encourages children to focus on the activity. Research shows that play is at the core of our early learning curriculum; not instruction-based learning because play can best prepare children for school.

In the early years the child’s prefrontal cortex is not yet fully developed so they are focused on the moment and not the long-term goal. Therefore it is the educator’s responsibility to ensure that play is rich and engaging so that learning occurs in the child’s present experiences.
Educators do this by focusing on play materials that do not dictate play. Room materials will reflect objects that the child needs to imitate their experiences (house areas, baby dolls, tools). Materials will also offer children multiple ways to use the objects. We call these “loose parts.” There are stones, stumps, pillows, blocks, and other natural materials for children to use in their play. These items may support their imitative and creative play. There are also materials in the room that offer the children the opportunity to participate with the educator in work caring for the room: gardening, folding laundry, cooking, sweeping the floors for example.

Our program responds thoughtfully and directly to contemporary concerns about childhood:
- The increasing levels of stress, anxiety, and depression in young children;
- Lack of opportunity for movement; and
- Other learning challenges.

Therefore we work to create an environment and experiences that counteract the sensory overstimulation that many children younger than 5 years old experience. Educator teams take curriculum development very seriously. We study research about children’s learning and play in small and large teams, discuss our understanding of the material on a weekly basis, and synthesize the material and put it into practice as we bring meaningful play experiences to children. We communicate to families on a weekly basis about curriculum activities across developmental domains. While these schedules set out our plans for the week we also know that plans can change with young children.

**Behavior Guidance**

In the first years of life, children are developing in many ways. Their brains are forming and have natural limits protecting them from too much information that could flood their understanding of the world. This means that their behaviors may appear single-minded, hyper-focused, or unwavering. Often these behaviors are due to physiological as well as cognitive, social, and communicative development. At the Children’s Center, we strive to understand development at a deep and meaningful level in order to meet the children where they are and offer them guidance as they grow and appreciate the world.

To this end we will not use time out, shaming, teasing, humiliation, or denial of food, rest, or access to care. We will not use corporal punishment (hitting, shaking), coercion, or psychological abuse to encourage an understanding of expected behaviors. We will use songs, directions, clear communication, loving gestures, choices, and reflection to support children as they meet frustration, disappointment, sadness, or a differing perspective.

Educators collaborate with each other, parents, and children to develop a caring community in which there is respect for each other and the environment. This process may include developing community celebrations, rituals and routines in the rooms; attention to the relational qualities of our program; and communication. We understand that children imitate the behaviors and actions that adult’s model for them. The educators strive to act in ways that are worthy of the child’s respect and imitation.

Educators will use their actions as models for children to imitate rather than verbal directions or cues. Singing to children as part of a routine or during a time of stress will support their understanding of what is expected. Educators will use specific songs with discrete routines so that children focus on the connection between what is happening and the cue for their participation. Often a child becomes frustrated or anxious when they are not sure of what is expected. We understand that by standing by a child with a hand on their back or a quiet voice reassuring them will offer the support they need to work through a difficult time. In the event that a child needs individual attention and a break from the activity in the room, educators will receive additional support for the short term.

At times children will meet with frustration with another child. These frustrations are expected and honored by the educators. Rather than solve the problem for the child, educators may state what is frustrating or lend a hand in steadying a physical conflict. Using an approach that trusts that children will navigate these difficult moments if offered the educator’s secure-based relationship nearby for support, we are sure that these experiences will be informative and part of their social world.
Including all children

The Children’s Center welcomes all children to our inclusive environment. Our program’s philosophy embraces our work with children with disabilities as well as children who are typically developing. We recognize the parents as the first point of contact when working with a child with a disability. Our work with their child comes from a therapist through the family. In this way, we are partners with the parents in offering skill development, support, and consistent and predictable care. Therapists will work with educators in order to share information but their primary point of contact and focus is the family.

We have skills in working in transdisciplinary relationships with therapists and can support staff that work with children when there are concerns. The Center, in conjunction with the parents’ input and the child’s IEP or IFSP team, will strive to offer specific accommodations, if any are necessary, to support the child’s participation at the Center. This may include making accommodations to daily activities or room furnishings and materials that will enhance the child’s experience at the Center. Through these discussions we can determine how to design a childcare opportunity for an individual child.

Co-lead educators who have the primary relationship with the family will be the contact people for therapists delivering services in the room. The contact will consist of emails from therapists about scheduling visits, sharing information on a regular basis outside of the room in order to continue strategies and skill development for the child after therapies, and discussions to prepare for an IFSP or IEP meeting. Educators will follow the suggestions and direction of therapists with the parents’ approval. No therapies that are recommended will be used with a child until the parent has been made aware of them and agrees to their implementation.

Recommendations for inclusive education rest on therapies being offered through consultation and time spent with the child. Our work focuses on managing the child’s needs as well as the nature and cost of accommodations, impact of the accommodations on the program, financial resources of the program, and availability of funding or services. Should the necessary accommodations create an undue burden to the Center, the administration would work with the parents to make an alternative recommendation.

Language Learning

Young children learn language in a developmental sequence beginning with the experience of being understood. During these very early months and years the educators’ deep relationship and bond with the children offers them the rich experience of being understood. Their signals are decoded, their intentions are recognized, and their attempts to communicate with gestures and words are received.

When young children see themselves as communicators their experience informs their actions leading them to communicate more fully and with experimentation.

We also know that a language-rich environment is critical to language learning. Educators create environments that send signals to children through song, gesture, storytelling, and book reading. Each room offers children frequent exposure to these experiences on a daily basis. Educators speak to them during care routines particularly so that the one-on-one relationship that is part of a care routine is marked with language, song, and emotional connection. Because children learn first through emotional connections we integrate our most important teaching through relationships in the most secure and attached moments. This occurs throughout the Center.

The curriculum is also intentionally designed to include language-learning opportunities. Educators consider where children are in their development and how to support their emerging skills through the materials and invitations in the rooms. There are story-telling opportunities daily to small groups of children as well as story reading in the cozy areas. Children are offered books to look at in the reading areas so that they begin an independent relationship with books and print as well as illustrated materials.

As toddlers grow, they recognize the symbols that are present in their play can be extended to their language and they begin to “use their words.” These moments are reinforced with labeling.
actions, and responses to requests. Through their intimate relationship with educators and their growing sense of independence they communicate verbally and intensely. Older children also will recognize print and language as directive and instructive so they will search their environments for how we gather information about the world. Directions on packages, labels on containers, and words on daily sheets become interesting artifacts to them. We offer them their own photo albums, stories about their lives, and signals around the room for their information. In this way, they begin their journey toward literacy and language use.

Our Rooms’ Philosophies

As an overarching philosophy to provide the highest quality care, children enter each room as a group at the end of August (no younger than the youngest age listed for the group) and remain in that room for one year. This offers them a continuous relationship with their peers and a deep connection to their educators. We offer these group sizes and maintain these staff/child ratios all the time in our rooms:

Infants

Our infant care program includes a specially designed environment to meet infant needs for caregiving, feeding, sleeping, and exploration of their new environment. Quiet, gentle touch, singing, and sensitivity to individual rhythm introduce each new baby and parent to care outside of the home. Our educators establish primary educator relationships with individual families. They make home visits to each of their primary families prior to enrollment, and parents are warmly invited to spend time with their babies as they begin care with us, to ease the transition to their new educators and new environment.

Group size: 8 children/4 educators (at least 3 with the group) 8 weeks -12 months (as of August)

Young Toddlers

The children’s initiative is strengthened through a curriculum that encourages each child’s self-initiation in play and in social learning with respectful, observant adults who are close at hand. A carefully designed learning environment both indoors and out supports the strengthening of large and small motor skills, expressive and receptive language, music, and a lifelong love for the natural world.

Group Size: 9 children/4 educators (at least 3 with the group) 10–21 months (as of August)

Older Toddlers

Through the rhythm of the day, the physical environment is filled with beauty, calm and opportunities to problem solve through play. Our program pays close attention to building the relationship between children and the educators through attentive caregiving and one-to-one moments throughout the day. This group is beginning to explore the greater community of Brunswick and surrounding areas through walks off campus and field trips.

Group Size: 9 children/4 educators (at least 3 with the group) 22 - 34 months (as of August)

Preschool

This group houses our older children who experience expressive language and conversation, storytelling, imaginative play, circle games, and puppetry woven together to offer strong language arts opportunities. As children gain competence and become socially engaged with others through language we see their play deepen, social skills develop, and readiness for school emerge. Seasonal projects as well as project-based work also meet the older children’s interest and growing competence in the world.

Group Size: 19 preschoolers/3 educators (at least 2 with the group) 2.9 – 4.9 years (as of August)
Play Outdoors

The Children’s Center is nestled in a beautiful wooded area that offers a lovely play yard for all of the children. We use the outdoors each day (even in the rain, snow, and chilly weather) and we are careful to dress all of our children for the weather. The many nooks and crannies in this space are wonderful for children, and change with the weather so a rainy day significantly changes the topography of the play yard while snow or ice can make things shift again. We respect the children’s need for play with each other and work to offer them the opportunity to explore the environment and each other as independently as possible.

Barefoot Play Outside

• Children are invited to play outside while bare foot so that they can experience the outdoors most fully.
• Children can choose to remove their shoes to splash in the water, run in the yard, or put them on to play after they have had enjoyed barefoot play.
• If it seems cool or unlikely weather for barefoot play then educators guide children’s choice to keep their shoes on. Educators are responsible for knowing about the weather, how chilly a child can become in the wet cool play yard, and understanding how to keep a child comfortable and warm.
• Staff is asked to work to maintain an area that is safe for this type of play. This will include raking the spaces where children may jump down (by rocks, stumps, or the monkey bars) in order to aerate the soil, cleaning up toys and materials after use, and making sure that the space is maintained to be free of debris.

During the Summer Months

In summer, children bring a sunhat, light cotton shirt, bathing suit, a towel, a bottle of sunscreen and a bottle of insect repellent to the Center (see policy in Health Guidelines). Based on parent authorization staff will apply both as necessary. When the air quality is considered dangerous for children (high levels of air pollution, smog alerts, etc…), we will stay in our air-conditioned building. However, because we have access to sprinklers and hoses, the warm summer days can be lots of fun.

In the Rain

Children find that splashing in puddles, walking in a drenching warm rain, or playing in the mist is a welcome change from the dry weather that we typically are drawn to. However there is also rain in the late fall and early spring when we need to dress warmly.

Suggested Rain Clothes

• Waterproof rain pants and rain jackets – these can be made with rubber or other repellant
• Waterproof boots
• Mittens that are more water repellent than not
• Hats

An extra set of clothes during the spring months is especially welcomed. We will go out in this weather daily so parents should provide a variety of extra clothes to respond to the rapidly changing New England weather. Staff will find extra clothing in the room if needed.

During the Winter Months

How children are dressed to go outside impacts their enjoyment, play, and amount of time outdoors. We appreciate the saying “there is no bad weather, just bad clothes.” Temperature and wind chill are two factors that guide us to safely dress the children. The temperature can actually be quite cold and still be conducive to outdoor play, while wind chill could make outdoor play dangerous. Therefore, we plan on dressing children very carefully each day. An educator dresses each child in a one on one situation so that each layer of clothing is assessed, acknowledged, and then assembled correctly.
We use **www.wunderground.com** the weather station that posts wind chill temperatures on our weatherboard in the front hall throughout the day to make a determination for morning and afternoon. Infants and young toddlers are brought in when wind chill is less than 20 degrees after 10 – 15 minutes because they are not moving enough to keep warm.

Considering the outdoor temperature when there is no wind chill offers a safe and healthy opportunity for children to be outdoors for a few minutes. Therefore, our policy is that any day when the temperature is ten degrees or higher (with a wind chill factor of 11 degrees or higher), children can be actively playing outdoors dressed in appropriate apparel for an appropriate length of time (up to 30 minutes for under 25 degrees).

The administration places this posting in the reception area daily in order to inform parents of our plans and communicate to educators what is considered safe for outside play that day.

While we understand that parents dress their children as warmly as they can we have a list of suggestions to consider. Our rooms are also stocked with extra warm clothes in case any one needs more.

**Suggested Winter Clothing List:**
- Full undershirt (preferably wool) or a synthetic blend
- Long underwear layer (preferably wool) or a synthetic blend
- Long sleeve shirt: a synthetic, wool blend is warm
- Sweater or other synthetic thick warm top
- Warm pants – lined pants are warm or pants that have a thicker material
- Warm socks (wool or a synthetic blend)
- Jacket with a hood (for cold weather check to see if it is wind proof)
- Snow pants (overalls keep their torsos warmest)
- Mittens (that go up and over their jackets to the elbows) – 2 pairs
- Hat (that fits snuggly on the head)

We ask parents to keep an extra long sleeve shirt and sweater at the Center in case of an accident during the morning and a need for warmer clothes in the afternoon. At the first sign of chilling or shivering, a child will go indoors. Educators are very careful to watch for this and provide support for the children’s warmth.

**When we can’t play outside**

On the very rare occasions when we can’t play outside, we have access to Farley Field House, Morrell Gym, or the Yellow House for children to play with large motor activities. These locations are scheduled for use throughout the winter months so that the children have optional indoor spaces for large motor movement.

**Preschool Gardens**

Every day is an outdoor day for play in the sun, snow, rain, earth and water where the children experience environmental awareness that builds the foundation for a lifetime: a rain barrel for outdoor water use and play, gardens of vegetables, herbs, flowers, and woods filled with inviting paths and uncultivated spaces to inspire the children’s imagination.

Our preschool class works with Bowdoin organic gardeners and educators to plant a small vegetable garden. This garden provides them with learning opportunities ranging from understanding where food comes from to learning how to care for plants. Children have prepared their harvest from the garden for snack and shared the vegetables with their families. This is just one example of the multilevel, intentional planning of curriculum.
Safety

Parking and Traffic

Parking is available next door to the Center and in front of the Center for a short drop-off. There is a fair amount of traffic that travels down South Street because of parking available in both the lot by Maine Street and the lot by Coffin Street. Parents pay close attention to their children as they leave the building and until they are in their cars. Running up and down the sidewalk is safe for children who understand the rules of staying on the sidewalk. Otherwise, we believe that the street and the cars are too close for young children to be free from a parent’s handhold.

Front Door Policy

The Center’s front door is locked 24 hours a day. Parents have a numerical code to access the Center during our operating hours of 7:45 – 5:45. The door code is given to new families by the administration. For the continued safety of everyone at the Center we ask parents to keep the code to themselves and to have others ring the doorbell when retrieving their children.

We also ask parents to maintain our Center rule that only adults open the door. This helps keep children inside until an adult is with them. While it can feel like a rite of passage to open the door after years of not being able to reach the handle it is a safety hazard that must be acknowledged.

Arrival and Departure Safety

Because of the flow of traffic close to the Children’s Center entrance, it is particularly important that families are mindful of arrival and departure safety. When arriving and departing each day please be sure that your child is within arm’s length of you between the car and the front door.

Because of the potential for confusion at departure time, it is also important to note that you are responsible for your child once you arrive for pick-up and say good-bye to us. When you let us know you are leaving, we will mark your child as departed from the program and consider your child your responsibility. Until that point we will remain aware of your child’s safety with us. It is imperative that the educator in the room or on the play yard is aware of your departure with your child. We must keep careful count of the children so we are aware of where they are at all times.

Authorization for Pickup

At the time of enrollment, parents provide the names and telephone numbers of people authorized to pick up your child. If you would like to add or delete a name please notify the Center of any changes in this authorization. If someone other than authorized people indicated on the Child Emergency Form are to pick up your child, please give us the name and contact information for this person. We will release children to authorized persons only. If we do not recognize them, we may ask for identification before allowing them to leave with your child. If necessary, copies of legal documents must be provided to the office before any staff member can actively prevent non-custodial parents from picking up their child.
Car Seat Policy:
As of January 1, 2003, Maine State law requires all children up to age 8 and 80 pounds to use an approved child safety seat. All children riding with us on a field trip must use a CRS that fits the child’s height and weight, and fits the vehicle. If a child is using a booster seat without a back, the child will need to be placed in a Bowdoin van where there is a head/neck rest.

Car Safety
For safety reasons, we want to remind you that no child under 12 years of age should be left in a car unattended. We understand that this can be inconvenient, but because cars are parked on the street or in a lot there isn’t direct supervision.

First Aid
All first aid kits are checked and replenished on a regular basis. These first aid kits include: gloves, Band-Aids, ice packs, alcohol wipes, gauze pads, roller bandages, tape, scissors, pins, tweezers, wash cloth, pen and paper, eye patch, and eye wash.
There are first aid kits available in each room.
In each room there is a backpack that educators carry on any field or walking trip, fire drill, and outside on the yard (including walks to the Quad, Farley Field House, or even down the street).
Each backpack contains:
• Copies of the Emergency Information cards,
• First aid supplies: gloves, band aids, alcohol wipes, gauze pads, roller bandages, tape, scissors, pins, tweezers, wash cloth, pen and paper, eye patch, and eye wash.
Whenever children are outside of the building the attendance sheet travels with the group so that there is clarity about how many children are present that day.
A cell phone is taken and turned on during any walks or trips outside the Building. If the program has a cordless phone, this is taken to the yard whenever staff and children are outside.

Incident/Accident Reports
When an accident occurs where the child receives any type of first aid, including iced chew toy, the educators will complete an injury report. This report will be offered to the parents at the end of the day to sign or will be offered to the person picking up the child to be returned the next morning. All accident reports are filed in the administrative office. When an accident report is written, the co-lead educators try to call or email the parents to inform them of the injury prior to pick-up.

Emergency Plans
The Children’s Center practices monthly fire drills. These drills afford an opportunity for your child and the staff to become familiar with the sound of the alarm and to practice evacuations. In the event of a real fire, we will evacuate to Thorne Dining Hall and wait for further instructions from Bowdoin Security.

If another type of emergency occurs, Bowdoin Security will inform us whether we need to lock down and stay here at the Center or evacuate to Thorne Dining Hall. Staff members will carry a copy of a child’s Emergency Contact Form and will notify parents by phone where to pick up their child. Drills for lockdown and evacuation to Thorne Dining Hall will be practiced at least one time each per year.

The Children’s Center follows Bowdoin College’s safety policies. Therefore, the facility is a non-smoking space in and around the building and no firearms are allowed.

The Children’s Center conducts monthly evacuation drills and has posted emergency information in all rooms, adjacent to all telephones, and in the office, in accordance with State Licensing. The center will use Thorne Dining Hall as the evacuation staging area if needed. All staff members are
trained in emergency preparedness.

Lock down

Because we are on a college campus we are also trained in lock down procedures. Bowdoin Security has trained all staff in lock down procedures and offers us an annual drill. In the event of a lock down, the Center staff will bring all of the children to the basement. This area has been cleaned and locked for our use. Each staff person has One card access to the basement and, in the event of a lockdown, we would proceed there immediately. The administration has a designated cell phone for use in this situation. Parents are asked to remain away from the Center in the event of a lockdown so that no attention is drawn to where the children are.
Health Practices:
The Center’s wellness policy is designed for parents and educators to partner in keeping children healthy. As young children grow and build up their immune systems, they are susceptible to germs and illness. The educators practice hand washing throughout the day, glove for diaper/toileting changes, and glove when preparing foods. Educators wash their hands after wiping noses and ask children to do the same. By conscientiously washing hands, providing a barrier to germs, and washing young children’s hands, they understand that they are doing everything they can reasonably do to keep children and themselves healthy.

The Center also keeps children and staff healthy by protecting them from environmental hazards by monitoring air quality and pollution warnings through the weather channel and by maintaining an asbestos and lead free environment according to the public health requirements.

As part of this healthy environment, parents and children are asked to wash their hands when they enter the room in the morning and throughout the day as a way of controlling what is introduced to the environment.

Educators’ Responsibilities:
Educators strive to follow these guidelines so that they may prevent the spread of infectious diseases. Educators and children who are developmentally able to learn personal hygiene are taught hand-washing procedures. Hand washing is required of all educators, Bowdoin students, parents, and children to reduce the risk of transmission of infectious diseases to themselves and to others. Educators assist children with hand washing as needed to successfully complete the task. Adults and children follow proper hand-washing procedures:

- Use liquid soap and warm running water;
- Rub hands vigorously for at least 10 seconds, including back of hands, wrists, between fingers, under and around any jewelry, and under fingernails;
- Rinse well;
- Dry hands with a paper towel or a single-use towel and avoid touching the faucet with freshly washed hands (e.g. using a paper towel to turn off water).

Educators, children, and parents will wash their hands with liquid soap and running water, using friction, at least at the following times:

- Upon arriving at the Center
- Before eating and handling food
- After toileting or diapering (use of wet wipes is acceptable for infants)
- After coming into contact with body fluids and discharges
- After cleaning
- When moving from one group to another (e.g., visiting) that involves contact with infants and toddler/twos.

Hands shall be dried with individual or disposable towels.

Educators also wash their hands:

- Before and after feeding a child
- Before and after administering medication
- After assisting a child with toileting
After handling garbage or cleaning

When handling blood or body fluids that might contain blood, wearing gloves is required. Wearing gloves acts as a supplemental barrier against germs, not a substitute for hand washing.

Note: The use of alcohol-based hand rubs in lieu of hand washing is not recommended for early education and child care settings because the alcohol is not good for young children’s hands.

Educators do not use hand-washing sinks for bathing children or for removing smeared fecal material.

The following equipment, items or surfaces shall be washed with the Center’s disinfectant (made daily in the proportion of 1 tablespoon bleach per quart of water) or with laundry detergent for cloth items using the following schedule:

- After each use: diapering surfaces, eating surfaces, toys mouthed by infants and toddlers, bibs, thermometers
- Daily: water table and water play equipment, tabletops, washcloths and towels, toys in the infant and toddler rooms (including machine–washable ones)
- Weekly: cribs, cots, sheets, blankets or other coverings, and machine–washable fabric toys.

**Parent Responsibilities**

- Wash hands upon entering the room with your child.
- Wash hands after diapering and toileting your child.
- There is no need to wear gloves unless you are feeding other children while sitting at lunch or snack.

**Wellness Policy**

This Wellness Policy is informed by the State’s regulations, the American Academy of Pediatrics guidelines, NAEYC standards, and our own health consultant’s recommendations. The following guidelines offer parents a sense of how the Center manages illness.

**What the Center can do**

The Center administration will be the focal point for all communication and information sharing about illness and the resultant care. All educators are asked to speak to the administration prior to placing a call to the family of an ill child. All families are asked to speak to the administration with questions or concerns about their child’s illness or potential exclusion. Educators are encouraged to direct parents’ questions to the administration as well. By keeping the administration as the central point of communication, we believe that we can create better policies, have more informed discussions, and provide better care for children.

The administration will always address individual situations with care and thoughtful discussion with families. The administration and educators are committed both to partnering with parents to care for their child and to supporting their work responsibilities. Parents are welcome to arrive at the Center any time of day with their child. This may be so that a child who is recovering from an illness and is well enough to participate for half a day can arrive after nap. If a child needs to arrive during rest time, parents and educators will discuss how best to plan for this transition.

When a child becomes ill at the Center and needs to go home, parents (or emergency contacts) will come for their child within an hour after receiving a phone call.

**What educators do**

The administration and educators understand that children’s illnesses can upset a fragile work schedule so they pay close attention to the balance between keeping children at the Center to care for them while they are mildly ill and managing infection and contamination to other children. Educators
will always notify parents when their child is not acting as they typically do or when they have a symptom that may indicate they are ill. Educators will not exclude children from the Center unless their behavior and symptoms require it. Educators may take a mildly ill child to a quiet area, keeping them within sight and hearing range. In the event that children must be removed from the room immediately or kept from other children, they will have an educator with them until they are released to their parent.

What parents will do

Parents always have the right to determine the course of care for their child in light of the information shared with them by the educators. If parents have any changes in contact information during the year, we ask them to notify the Center in order to keep the files current. When a child needs to be excluded from the program, the educators will offer the best course of action to the parents supporting the child as well as the health and safety of other children. This will be covered in the following section.

Considerations

Often policies in research refer to “children not being able to participate in the program” as a signal of illness or a need for exclusion. The Center’s definition of this phrase, which does not stand on its own as a reason to be excluded from the program, will include: sleeping or lethargy that cannot be easily accommodated for or a child who is complaining of aches or pains and is not acting as they usually act including overly-emotional, disinterested, not hungry, or uncomfortable, in addition to other symptoms listed below.

When a child is ill, there are many factors that are considered as we make accommodations in the program to support children who do not feel well. Ratios are a factor when a child might need a lap to sit on or a person to pay close attention to them while they do not feel well. When we can, support staff will be added to the room to help make accommodations for the child. This is more of a consideration in the preschool room where there is less individualized care than the infant room.

Preschool children may appear more likely to benefit from going home when they don’t feel well because the group size is large, their independence in the group is relied on, and one-on-one care is not typical. For this reason a child may arrive home and “look fine” without the added stress of the room and the group.

The decision-making that occurs with the Center is a process that does not have a perfect answer so there needs to be leeway as these discussions about children’s wellness occur. These conversations can be difficult to navigate without clear communication so we will work diligently with parents to create trusting relationships.

Examples of Exclusion due to illness:

There are several considerations when assessing a child for illness. The American Academy of Pediatrics recommends that we get children medical attention within an hour when they have:

- Been exposed to a vaccine-preventable disease and they are under-immunized, making them susceptible to this disease.
- Elevated temperatures (over 100.4 degrees, auxiliary) and look more than mildly ill. They may be lethargic, may complain of aches and pains, or may be unable to participate comfortably in the program. If a child only has a fever and no other symptoms, they will not be excluded from the program. A child with a fever after receiving immunizations or while teething will not be excluded from the program.
- Vomiting while at the Center or within 24 hours before coming to the Center. Vomiting is distinguished from spitting up or projectile vomiting from gas in young infants.
- Diarrhea (an increasingly frequent number of excessively watery or unformed stools in a few hours) while at the Center or within 24 hours before coming to the Center. Diarrhea is often difficult to recover from quickly (within 24 hours and usually lasting 72 hours) so we do ask
parents to watch for the child to also be able to eat and have stools that are appearing more like their normal state before returning. This is distinguished from infants who are breast-fed and may have loose stools.

- Unexplained or suspicious spreading rash or a rash with crusty or weeping lesions
- Discharge from the eyes or ears that is not clear and is a thick mucus substance
- Signs of respiratory illness: remarkable coughing, wheezing, or difficulty breathing
- Scabies or other infestation (e.g. lice and nits that have been untreated)
- A physician’s diagnosis of a contagious disease.

These symptoms listed above are considered signs of illnesses that may be contagious enough to cause an outbreak in the Center. The State and American Academy of Pediatrics request that we follow the above exclusion guidelines in order to manage the health of all children. When a child has been diagnosed with an illness that requires notification to others, educators will alert room parents through e-mail and phone calls.

When an outbreak of an illness has occurred at the Center, all parents will receive an email outlining the symptoms of the illness, the room it is in, and the recommendations for participation in the Center.

By sharing information about the illness, parents will know symptoms, incubation periods, and the extent of contamination. Educators are always conscious of alerting families so that pregnant mothers receive this information quickly as well. While we work to maintain confidentiality around a child’s illness, it may be very difficult to control this information because of the size of the program and rooms. We ask that parents sensitively manage confidential information about children at the Center because of the nature of this intimate environment.

Anesthesia Policy:

When a child has surgery and is under anesthesia, parents will keep the child home for the remainder of the day of surgery and the day after surgery.

Antibiotics:

Antibiotics may be used for many reasons and the Center will not cite antibiotic use as single criteria for exclusion. We recognize that reactions to antibiotics can occur at any time. Educators will notify parents of any reactions to antibiotics when their children are in the program.

An example of exclusion when antibiotics are used would be strep throat, which includes fever and throat pain and is often treated with antibiotics. Children with strep throat can be contagious but would return when their fever is reduced without fever reducing medicine and when symptoms are improving. An example of inclusion would be ear infections, which can be treated with an antibiotic but are not contagious. Children would return to the program, as they felt better.

The Center forms and enrollment materials offer educators the information necessary to support families when children become ill. Educators will help parents keep the pink emergency form updated by reviewing the form at the home visit, January conference, and first day of summer program. This will include checking phone numbers and updating emergency contacts.

We do ask that parents pay close attention to how their child is acting and feeling based on their illness in order to determine when they are ready to return to the program.

A child may return to the Center if any one of these criteria occurs:

- They are acting more like themselves: actively participating in their day, able to sustain activity for extended periods of time, comfortable in their recovery.
- Vomiting has ceased for 24 hours and appetite has returned. In the event of specific GI illnesses that dictate longer exclusion, educators will ask parents to contact their pediatricians for direction.
• Diarrhea has stopped enough so that stools are appearing more like their normal state.
• Lesions or scabs have dried and are no longer weeping or crusty.
• Head lice have been treated and complete nit removal has taken place.
• Physicians have granted permission to return to the Center.

Medication:
If children require any medication (including sunscreen and bug repellent) while at the Center, please sign an “Authorization to Dispense Medication Form.” According to State Regulations, educators will dispense medication according to the instructions on the prescription. For this reason, medication must come in the original container and prescription bottles must have the child’s first and last name, prescription date, expiration date, physician’s name, original prescription label that details the name and strength of medication as well as directions on administering and storing, dosage amount, and times the medication is to be given.

Educators and administration should be informed of any medications a child may be on no matter what they are. Parents need not explain more about the medication or the side effects as this is between the pediatrician and the family; however it is critical that educators are aware of the child’s status when they arrive at the Center.

Non-prescription drugs must be accompanied with written permission from the child’s physician and must include the above information. A standing order from a licensed health care provider may guide the use of over-the-counter medications with children in the program when the order details the specific circumstances and provides specific instructions for individual dosing of the medication.

Medication is considered seriously in the Center and for this reason must be handed to one of your child’s regular educators who will store it in a locked box, either in the refrigerator or cupboard. Parents must be very careful to keep all medicines out of the reach of children by giving them to the educators daily. If special medical procedures are necessary, written guidance from the prescribing health care provider is required.

Parents can come to the Center to medicate their child in the event that forms haven’t been completed. Parents and the administration can discuss particular plans for using a pain reliever during the day at the Center.

Insect Repellent Policy:
At Bowdoin College Children’s Center we are fortunate to have cool, dry conditions most of the time on our play yard. However, in the humidity of the summer weather and in a typical environment there are insects that may cause reactions or bring disease to the children. This policy addresses both of these instances.

Public Health Authority:
When public health authorities recommend use of insect repellents due to a high risk of insect-borne disease:
• Only repellents containing DEET are used
• Are applied only on children over 2 months of age and
• Will be applied no more than once a day and only with written parental permission.

Protection from Allergic Reactions to Insect Bites:
Bowdoin College Children’s Center will seek both parental permission and a health professional's recommendation before using repellents in the absence of a public health official's recommendation.
Alternatives to DEET are acceptable when

- Written approval is provided by an individual's child physician or
- A public health authority recommends the use of an alternative insect repellent registered with the Environmental Protection Agency

Documentation from the public health authority will be filed in the administrative files while the approval by the child's physician would be maintained in your child's file.

**Daily Nutrition**

Infants are fed food from home for their first year. Educators and parents partner to ensure that the food offered to infants meets their nutritional needs. Often these conversations take place at the home visit, when reviewing questions about first foods, or in a discussion about a child’s changing food needs. Parents also have access to Center resources for guidance: nutritional consultant, books on feeding infants, and conversations with Center staff.

In the older rooms, children are fed two snacks from the Center each morning and afternoon. Each classroom has established their timing in their daily schedules. Classroom schedules reflect that children eat from 9 – 9:30, 11:30 – 12:00, and 2:30 – 3:30.

The snack menus are built on “small meals” philosophy where children are fed nutrition dense food a few times a day in order to keep them feeling nourished. Whole milk is provided to children 12 – 24 months and reduced fat cow’s milk to older children. In the event that a child drinks other milk, the Center provides that milk as well. The snacks are created on a seasonal rotation so that the same snacks will be offered for several weeks and then they will be revised. Each team of educators is responsible for working with the associate director to create the snack menu each season and for communicating that menu to parents on our website or in the classroom binder.

**Breast Feeding infants**

- Breastfeeding is supported in the infant room as we welcome mothers to bring their milk to the Center in ready to feed labeled sanitary containers (bottles for immediate feeding that day) or labeled and dated freezer bags for storage.

- We will store breast milk in the refrigerator for no longer than 48 hours for bottles or 24 hours for breast milk that was previously frozen. We will also store breast milk in our freezer in labeled and dated freezer bags for up to 3 months at 0 degrees.

- Each educator has received training to handle bodily fluids through our Blood Borne Pathogen and Biohazard training.

- Staff will warm breast milk in warm water (not to exceed 120 degrees Farhenheit for 5 minutes) without shaking it unnecessarily, and offering it to the child immediately. After eating the remaining contents of the bottle will be disposed of if the bottle has been unrefrigerated for an hour.

- No food is heated in a microwave oven.

- Staff and nursing mothers may feed infants in rocking chairs in the room throughout the day.

- We encourage nursing mothers to come to the Center to nurse when they can and welcome their phone calls to plan for nursing times

**Bottle-feeding infants**
• Parents are welcome to bring their child’s formula to the Center. Parents are requested to bring formula in factory-sealed containers so that educators can follow the manufacturer’s directions for preparation. We ask parents to bring in several bottles to keep at the Center so that preparation is easy. Staff is able to prepare and offer formula throughout the day according to the child’s individual schedule.

• Children younger than 12 months will not be offered cow’s milk.

• Solid Food:

• Parents are welcome to bring in food that they prepare for their infants and we will serve it to them throughout the day. We ask that parents of children younger than 6 months provide us with written instruction from your health care provider indicating that solid food should be offered. We also request that parents offer their child new foods at home five days prior to them having the educators feed it to the infant. This way any allergies or concerns about reactions will have been addressed.

• Typically when parents pack the food in lunch boxes with ice packs, the food stays cool and fresh. We are able to make warm cereals and add warm formula and breast milk to foods as requested.

• We ask that sweetened beverages are avoided and if you do want your infant to be fed juice that the amount is limited to 4 ounces of 100% juice or less each day.

• We are not able to add food to bottles for feeding unless there are written instructions from a health care provider suggesting that there is a medical reason.

Meal Times
Infants are fed bottles and solid food in the laps of educators as a way of supporting them while they eat. We understand that in a group care setting it is often stressful for infants to be seated alone in a chair while fed. As a way to address secure based relationships, we hold children in our laps to eat for the first year to support their time eating with a social relationship. Whenever possible primary educators hold and feed the infants in their care in order to reinforce the secure relationship. At one year old and as they join others in more social relationships, a small group will gather for a meal.

Children eat two snacks and lunch with their peers and educators every day. Educators are expected to sit at the table with the children in order to share in their conversation, model how to eat food, and to participate in the moment. Because we recognize meal time as an opportunity to engage in meaningful conversation with children, educators will offer children time to develop conversations, eat at a relaxed pace, and hear stories about their day or other experiences. Each room has a schedule that is set to include at least 2 educators at the lunch/snack table every time children are offered food. Children’s uneaten lunches are often returned to their lunch boxes however notes home will communicate what your child ate. Additionally, we provide daily sheets capturing information about their snack intake.

Food Preparation
All food that is prepared for snack must be done using the kitchen sink, not the classroom sinks. At no time should the classroom sinks be used for food preparation without spraying them with the bleach solution to sanitize them.

All educators will be asked to use gloves to prepare and serve food to children. These gloves can be the same ones as you currently have in the classroom for diapering. If these don’t fit then we will
get different ones for you. In order to keep a clean and safe environment for children we will use gloves at all times when working with food: snack, lunch, and preparation of food.

Steps to safely preparing food

- Wash hands prior to putting on gloves
- Put gloves on once all of the items for food prep are present. This means to open lunch boxes prior to placing gloved hands on the food containers.
- Put on gloves when preparing snack: cutting, peeling, serving food but not while you gather the food from the refrigerator.
- All food kept in the refrigerator is dated and is discarded when the food expires.

Snacks are prepared by the educators or with the children as a cooking project daily and may include soups, pasta, pizza, oatmeal, French toast, eggs, yogurt and fresh fruit, hummus and toast, or rice and beans. The younger toddlers, older toddlers, and preschool children are all offered snack through the year. When the infants are older in the late spring they begin to join in to have a Center snack in the afternoons.

Families offer children food packed at home for lunch at the Center. We prepare their lunches by presenting them on plates with forks/spoons and offer pitchers with milk or water. Each family can determine what the best lunch for their child is, however there are some guidelines that we ask families to follow as they consider their child’s lunch.

Allergies

**Nut-restricted environment**

We proactively restrict the potential for specific allergic reactions in the center environment hoping to minimize the hassles for families of children with allergies. Tree nuts, peanuts, and nut products are the most serious and prevalent allergen at our Center. Foods with nuts are not allowed at the center.

We recognize that this policy is an inconvenience for parents and children but ask for your help since for exposure to nuts poses a serious health risk for some children. In some cases the allergy is so severe that simply smelling nut products can lead to a dangerous reaction. We also encounter other allergies (e.g. dairy, soy, shellfish) and room staff will always work with the families of children concerned to create as safe an environment as possible.

We cannot guarantee that the center is a nut-free environment. Educators will inform parents if they see food from home that includes visible nuts or they already know the product contains nuts products. Removal of the food will occur. We depend on your assistance in monitoring foods from home. We have not excluded the many commercial products that include a warning about trace elements of nuts and the possibility of contact with nut-contaminated machinery. If there is a known allergy in the room, individual rooms may ask families to adhere to additional safety practices as needed.

**Foods that may cause choking and should be avoided before 4 years include:**

The Center references the USDA’s guidelines for choking hazards for children under 4 years old. Because we have a mixed age group in preschool, we restrict all of the items below for the entire room. Please pay special attention to the outline below when packing lunches.

Young children especially ages 2 to 3 years are at risk of choking on food. They remain at risk until they can chew and swallow better by age 4.

- Hot dogs
- Seeds
- Raw carrots
- Raisins and yogurt covered raisins
- Fruit roll up or any dried fruit pieces that hard to chew
- Chunks of meat
- Whole grapes
- Marshmallows
• Round or hard candy
• Chips
• Popcorn
• Pretzels
• Raw celery
• Cherries with pits
• Large pieces of fruit with skin

Some foods can be offered if you change the form. For example:
• Cut hot dogs lengthwise into thin strips
• Steam carrots or celery until slightly soft, and then cut into sticks
• Cut grapes or cherries (remove pits) into small pieces
• Cut large pieces of meat or fruit into smaller pieces

The Children’s Center Policy on serving food:
Bowdoin College Children’s Center will ensure that children less than 4 years are not served any foods that are not recommended for children under the age of 4 years. We will do this by asking that all children in the program do not have access to chokeable food when they are here. In the event that food is in children’s lunch boxes from the list above, we will not serve this food to them but will find a substitute from our kitchen. If we can change the form of the food to make it safer, we will prepare their food following those recommendations to ensure safety.

Care Routines

Diapering
Diapering of young children happens throughout the day and is one of the most important times for educators to deepen their relationship with children. We talk to the children, build routines that allow them to anticipate what will happen next, and take time to enjoy these moments. Our goal is to have the primary educators diaper their children in order to engage in secure relationships.

Educators check diapers frequently during the day and change each child at two-hour intervals as well as awakening from a nap. Diapers are changed in a sanitary manner. The child is changed on a changing table and encouraged to participate in the activity: holding the clean diaper or clean wipe, helping take off pants, naming body parts and/or happily chatting). Parents are asked to provide diapers and wipes. Please remember to replenish supplies regularly.

Toilet Learning
Beginning to use the toilet can be both an exciting and challenging time for your child. The goal at the Center is to begin toilet learning at the lead of the child and family. Toilet learning will follow each child’s developmental readiness. Toilet learning is not a requirement for enrollment in any age group.

Children usually begin indicating signs of readiness, which both parents and educators will observe. The initiation of toilet learning should always be based on the child’s developmental level rather than on the child's age. Initiating toilet learning before the child is developmentally ready can create stress for the child and the family and can increase the length of time it takes.

It is important for the child to begin toilet learning when he/she exhibits signs of interest and readiness. Ignoring these signs may cause the child's interest to wane and can delay the toilet learning process. Therefore, readiness is viewed as a valuable window of opportunity that staff and parents identify and respond to. Educators will collaborate with the family as toilet learning proceeds integrating the parent goals, children’s skills, and staff knowledge. These plans may include:
• Parent introduction to toileting at home over a period of time (this is individual as some children may take to the idea quickly and others may be more methodical)
• Identification of toilet use for bowel movements as well as urination at home with repeated interest by child
• Regular and consistent encouragement for the use of the toilet by parent on weekends, evenings, mornings, as well as the program’s support for the child at intervals during the day
• Initial support of using the toilet with the parent when the child arrives and departs from the program in order to “imprint” on this space, the secure and safe feelings they have with the parent at this time
• Staff will work with the family to use pull-ups, underwear, or diapers as needed to support the child’s ability to toilet in the program

Additionally, it is important for staff to regularly communicate with parents about how each day “went” in the bathroom. This may be in the form of a note home, a phone call, or a quick check in at the end of the day. Be careful to communicate clearly about your thoughts or concerns in person as email or writing can often be difficult to understand.

While toileting at home can be successful quickly and easily it is understood that the classroom environment with shared bathrooms, different adults, and lots of activity can be distracting, uncomfortable, and the last step in completing the toileting process. Staff can be sure to understand the parents’ hope for an easy and expedient learning experience yet offer reasonable responses to the child’s pace at the program.

Tooth brushing

The children are offered the opportunity to brush their teeth at lunchtime each day. We have toothbrushes and toothpaste to offer them. Their toothbrushes are kept individually separate and are replaced every 3 months. In the infant room we wipe their gums with a wet washcloth until they have teeth to brush.

If a parent chooses not to have their children’s teeth brushed, they may indicate that on the release form.

Napping

Children are offered the opportunity to nap daily according to their needs. In the infant and young toddler groups, children are offered naps on individual schedules so that their days are organized according to their needs. During their second year, they move to one nap a day after lunch. This move toward a group nap experience is important for them, as they are able to rest and prepare themselves for the afternoon. The older toddler and preschool children are offered a quiet time on their mat in a darkened room. A child can choose not to sleep by simply staying awake. If a child is awake after 1 hour of quiet rest on their mat they are invited to engage in another activity. This may include taking a walk, playing outside, or spending time in the library at the Yellow House.

We will help children prepare for rest by reading stories, singing songs, listening to quiet music, and rubbing their backs. Often this is all the support a child needs to fall asleep unless they determine that they would rather stay awake. We have flexible schedules that will accommodate different sleep needs. When parents ask to have their sleeping child woken at a certain time, we will transition them from their nap to a lap, from a dark room to lighter room, and from a quieter room to music so that they wake slowly and on their own.

Staffing ratios remain the same during nap as when children are awake. Children will always be cared for by staff that can hear, see, and respond to their needs. Infants will always have a staff person in the nap room with them.

Each child will have a crib or nap mat. Infants will have sheets provided but parents are
encouraged to bring a sleep sack for sleeping. Infants will be placed on their backs to go to sleep until they are able to roll over on their own. Their cribs will not have quilted bumpers, stuffed animals, etc.… Parents may provide a transition object if they choose to (small stuffed animal, special blanket, or a book from home).

Children in the younger toddler, older toddler, and preschool rooms will be provided nap bags for sheets, blankets, and transition objects. Parents are asked to bring these bags home each week and wash the items for the next week.
Guidelines to Best Practices around Children’s Development

Home Visits
Each summer, families who are new or returning to the Center are offered a home visit with their primary educator. This is a time for the family to get to know the educator, who will bond with their child, write conference reports, and be the connection between home and the Center. At the home visit, educators will spend time with the child in order to build the basis for a strong relationship. In the event that the child is very young, this time will be used to connect with the families. This can be a time for questions and answers as parents learn about the room. In this conversation, the educator begins to learn about the child in the context of the family.

Child Records
All child/family records are confidential and kept in secure cabinets. All Center staff, interns and volunteers sign a confidentiality policy form. Only fulltime Center staff members have access to children’s records on an educational or administrative need to know basis. Parents/guardians can review records of their own child in the Center office upon their request. Under no circumstances are records left out unattended. Each child will have a file that includes:
- Emergency contact and release form – updated annually in September
- Permissions and informed consents
- Contracts for enrollment
- Current information about health insurance coverage
- Physical examination (updated and kept current within 6 weeks of enrollment and then annually)
- Dental, hearing, and eye exam records when offered by the family
- Developmental history forms
- Up to date immunization records and supporting documentation for cases in which a child is under-immunized
- Copies of referrals and reports from referrals
- Injury reports
- Transportation
- Medication consent forms
- Medical condition action plans
- Copies of reports and assessments of the child
- Copies of custody agreements when provided by the family
- Any other relevant information regarding the child

Parents have the right to add any information or comments to their child’s record. Parents also have the right to amend or delete any information in the child’s record. Parents are entitled to access their child’s record at reasonable times on request.

Current Health Records are kept for each child. Parents are responsible for keeping health services current. The administration will help families complete these files by reminding them on an annual basis to update all health information in order for their child to attend the program.

Transition Plans and Orientation
During the next year at the Children’s Center, we will begin the practice of continuity of care. This model supports the growth of the child in the Center with their primary educators over the period of years rather than months. These deep relationships in the first three years of life are found to reduce stress, support learning, and build creative and imaginative play. Parents and children appreciate the opportunity to move from one room to the next with their familiar adults and continue their relationships into the next year. As children leave the older toddler room for preschool they are ready
for new relationships, branching out to other adults, and the beginning experiences of making friends. At the end of August, when the older preschool children have moved on to kindergarten, the older toddler children make their transition to the preschool room. The shift in rooms occurs in August each year offering the children and educators a full year together and the ability to move as a group.

The transition from older toddlers to preschool recognizes important aspects of children’s relational development. The children in the older toddler room will spend time with their new primary educator in their current room, outside in the play yard, and at a home visit. The bonding and attachment occurs both through the parents and educators as well as the children. Children are offered an intentionally planned transition over the months of July and August when they will develop relationships with the next educators in order to smoothly move into their new space.

Parents are offered opportunities to visit the room at their convenience, see how the children experience the program, and understand how their child might experience the day. This is a foundational experience in strengthening this new relationship.

With infants, our focus is on the primary relationships developing not only between the educators and the infants but also between the educators and the parents. During July, there is an initial meeting with all of the new families to meet each other and offer answers to questions. Over the next weeks, parents and infants will have a home visit and make a plan to spend time in the infant room acclimating themselves to group care, the nap room, and the educators during the first weeks of the year.

As new families experience the first weeks of the program, we offer extensive guidance and suggestions about how to help the infants manage the stress of attaching to a new set of adults. From our work with these very young children we understand that under the age of 5 months, infants are much more able to attach to new adults as they have not begun discerning who they recognize as secure attachments. After this point, infants will need to bond and attach to the educators through their secure attachments. Educators make themselves available for these relationships with families and their infants through the summer months to prepare for full time care in September.

In the event that a child is leaving our inclusive community for a special education program, therapeutic staff, IEP meetings, and parents/educator meetings will occur.

**Transition to Kindergarten**

For those families not returning to the Center, we collaborate with families as their child transitions from the group. The children who are leaving for kindergarten visit the Coffin School with their peers to see the room and meet the educators. Families are offered the opportunity to have their child walk to the Coffin School and visit the kindergarten classroom there with the Center educators.

Parents’ whose children are enrolling in other schools will visit them on their own. The Center administration has a binder in the office with community schools as resources for families. The administration can provide information regarding local schools and programs to families as they request help in finding the next place for their children.

**Assessment**

Bowdoin College Children’s Center believes and practices care for children and families that is built on these tenants. All children are creating their own developmental path during these first early years of life. Children and families deserve an opportunity to spend time in each stage of development, examining the challenges, the changes, and the concerns. Often our work with families has shown us that over time there is success and celebration when a child is allowed to determine their path of development. We are also aware that there are times when support from developmental specialists may be needed. Our role in this process is to facilitate the family’s understanding of who their child is in light of our professional observations. For this reason we look for a solid partnership with families from the time they enter the Center.
Observations and Note-keeping:
Initially we use a Parent Questionnaire at the beginning of each enrollment year. Parents’ responses to this questionnaire are reviewed at the Home Visit in an intimate setting so that parents feel comfortable providing educators with important and pertinent information in this initial conversation. The questions in the Parent Questionnaire focus on family care practices, information about health history and routines, as well as prior care experiences, family culture, primary language use, and parents’ goals for their young children.

In our day-to-day work with children in the room we observe children’s play, investigations, and interactions with others. These notes are taken in a systematic way as children engage in curriculum and relational activities throughout the year. These observations are used to inform our curriculum development, skill support, and individual accommodations. Educators also use the anecdotal observations as the basis for the semi-annual conference reports.

Developmental Checklists and Documentation:
Two pieces of information that we work from to substantiate the conference reports are developmental checklists and documentation. These conference reports are based on developmental checklists as a first step in drawing up formal notes on a child’s development. These checklists help us formulate our thoughts and observations according to typical developmental pathways, while offering specific developmental information regarding individual children. We observe children in their play throughout the day to gather this information.

Documentation as Evidence of Learning
We collect a variety of documentation materials that show evidence of children’s learning. These materials include photos, children’s artistic representations, and sometimes transcriptions of key conversations. Often the focus is on the collaboration between children that gives us insight as we design relevant curriculum. Documentation is both a collection of representations as well as the careful analysis by educators of those expressions in order to figure out children’s questions, strengths, and challenges. This documentation is regularly collected and analyzed before being presented in a binder to children for the reflection and insights. Educators also create displays on bulletin boards for families to review.

Daily Communication and Portfolio documentation:
In our infant room we keep daily records of their experiences and curiosity. The photo documentation of their development and investigations as well as analysis and notes are collected in a binder for them to bring with them into their next years at the Center.

In the younger toddler, older toddler, and preschool groups we record pertinent information about the child’s day (eating, napping, and toileting as appropriate) and their experience of the environment that day. We also build a portfolio documenting each child’s growth and development throughout the year. These portfolios will include photos of the child, recipes they may have used, songs they sang, art they produced, and monthly summaries of a moment in time during the years at the Center. When a child leaves the Center they will have this portfolio charting their time in each room as they grew.

Room Teaching Team meetings as part of assessment:
Room educators meet twice weekly to discuss and analyze their ongoing documentation of children’s learning and plan future curriculum. During these meetings they consider which areas of development or which children will be the focus of observation and documentation for the coming week. Co-lead Educators also work on their own for two hours a week to manage the documentation and collection of materials for each of their primary children.

Developmental Narrative Assessment:
Based on the various assessments collected during the year, our educators write “developmental” narratives or conference reports regarding each child’s overall development on two (younger toddler, older toddler, and preschool) or four (infant program) occasions during the year. Using these portfolios, developmental checklists, and other assessments as supporting documentation, educators meet with parents at their Conference Meetings.

In the fall, there is a room gathering where children share some information about the room and curriculum in a variety of ways. Educators are available at this October open house with parents to answer questions and spend time in the space together.

Conferences

Parents/guardians and educators meet (quarterly for infants and semi-annually for older children) to discuss the children’s development and experiences at the Children’s Center. This is a time for parents to share their observations and experiences at home with their child while the educator offers a perspective from time in the room. Educators reference the daily notes or journals, portfolios, meetings with parents, and documentation to inform these written reports. Parents receive a written document of the educator’s observations and thoughts whether or not they choose to have a meeting. Parents are also welcome to confer with educators during the year informally or whenever they believe a meeting would be helpful.

Diagnostic Testing:

Based on their ongoing informal assessments, Bowdoin College Children’s Center educators, in collaboration with families, may identify the need for more formal assessments and testing. Educators never diagnose a developmental delay or concern, but rather are trained to identify indicators of developmental variations from typical development. Appropriate intervention specialists from the school district, county, or other agency conduct an initial screening and, if indicated, proceed with further assessments and standardized testing (most often involving observation of children performing specific tasks). Results are used in conjunction with educators and parent assessments when making decisions on how to move forward.

The Children’s Center in relation to External Standards

Currently, efforts are being made to ensure greater accountability in the public schools for children’s education. The most notable effort is the No Child Left Behind Act proposing reforms in order to build the “mind and character of every child, from every background, in every part of America”. This is demonstrated through the articulation of learning expectations for children. However, critics of these frameworks point to the increasing use of formal testing as a way to measure children’s learning.

A critical piece to the No Child Left Behind Act is the level of “preparedness” that children should have as they arrive at school. The No Child Left Behind Act is important because it ensures that public schools are teaching students what they need to know to be successful in life. It also draws attention to the need to prepare children before they start school.

President Bush believed that all children must begin school with an equal chance at achievement so that “no child is left behind.” In 2002 the Bush Administration proposed a new early childhood initiative Good Start, Grow Smart to help states and local communities strengthen early learning for young children. This required states to develop early learning guidelines for the preschool years. NAEYC advises that early learning standards need to address all areas of a child’s development, recognize the importance of individual differences in ability and interests, and be responsive to socio-cultural backgrounds. For more information go to:


Rather than prescribing the content and methods of teaching, the educators use external frameworks as a tool for informing our choices about curriculum direction and to support our assessment of children’s learning. For instance, educators might observe a group of young toddlers curious about how to step over a puddle. Educators would consider the questions they observe children exploring in those moments. During team and planning meetings the educators would make
connections to developmentally appropriate learning goals for the children in their interest, skill, and ability areas. This work might easily bridge from kinesthetic experimentation to science investigations through discussions of the whole child’s development.

We know that research and experience show that learning and development varies greatly during the early years of life among individual children. For this reason our work reflects a strong developmental foundation as we focus on the intimate knowledge we have of each child in our care.

Maintaining Confidentiality

Bowdoin College is a small community where trust and strong relationships are the foundation of the social network. The Children’s Center is a part of this community and strives to build trusting relationships between families and staff. To be in compliance with federal and state regulations and to respect the privacy of everyone, confidentiality of information is of primary importance at our center.

The status of children and families is discussed in an appropriately private space only by Center staff or therapists who are working with or have a legitimate educational need to discuss a concern about a child or family. For the safety of the child, educators and administration may need limited information regarding a child’s medical condition (ex: allergy information) and so it is provided as needed to personnel working directly with children.

Personal information regarding children and families is only shared as needed or requested by the family/staff, keeping in mind the privacy of each individual. When information is collected, it cannot be released to other agencies or individuals without written permission from the parent/guardian.

Confidentiality and Research and Educator Training

Center Parents/Guardians sign a release for educational documentation or photos, of children’s work by Center staff and the use of photographs by Bowdoin and its media. When prior permission is not given, the Children’s Center will seek verbal approval when possible.

All research projects involving direct collection of data from children/families require prior parent written informed consent, and, as needed, oral consent from the child. Bowdoin students/interns will use an alias (rather than the child’s first name) and a date of birth when writing for college assignments and course research. All College research projects need to be reviewed and approved by the Bowdoin College Research Oversight Committee.
Communication

Website: www.bowdoin.edu/childrens-center

The Children’s Center website offers everyone information about the Center policies and procedures, calendar, programs, rooms, and educators. Parents are welcome to use the website and handbook as resources to answer questions.

Open Door Policy

The administration and the educators have an "open door policy" for parents to use with email, phone calls, or in-person conversation. When it may be that an immediate conversation is not possible, we aim to meet within 24 hours of a request in order to hear parents’ thoughts. Typically parents and educators meet outside of the classroom in order to have a focused and confidential conversation.

Newsletters from the Director

Each week the Director writes a note to the families about the program, offering logistical information, updates on happenings in the Center, and a transparent explanation of the programming.

Newsletters from the educators

Each team of educators chooses their method of regular, clear communication with parents. The younger classes offer daily sheets and updates on their room’s curriculum and interests as well as their observations and responses to children’s play. These daily notes primarily focus on supporting and sustaining an intimate partnership with parents. The older toddler and preschool programs offer curriculum posted on the website each week, daily notes home, and weekly emails offering an overview of the week to come.

Parent Meetings

During the year, parents can participate in a variety of meeting opportunities. Each month the director offers a “lunch time” conversation about a topic of interest or an open dialogue with parents. Past conversations include how children learn, preschool curriculum, behavior management strategies, and shared thoughts about the Center.

Parents also have the opportunity to meet with educators from their room at “lunch time” gatherings a couple of times a year.

Parent Representatives

The parent representatives will lead in each room by communicating with the families about upcoming events and organizing gatherings. Educators or administrators may invite parent representatives to do this work. For example, they may plan potlucks, art shows, barbecues, and room gatherings.

Parent Representatives and educators may also work together to support community programs like Maine Hunger Prevention Program or diapering drives for the Mid-Coast Hospital.

Annual Evaluation and Feedback from Families

Each year, we ask families to complete an annual anonymous survey regarding their experience at the Center. The responses are summarized and discussed with educators and the Advisory Committee. A copy of the summary is emailed to all families. We appreciate and carefully consider all of the feedback and ideas we receive and use this information to guide our professional development and program quality-improvement activities.

Advisory Committee

Purpose and Activities:

The purpose of the Advisory committee is to offer a sounding board regarding issues related to the Center, its policies, and its families. The Director reports on the activities at the center, including
annual survey results; outlines proposed initiatives; and seeks input from members regarding Center policies.

Structure:
The Advisory Committee members are parents, former parents, staff, and College liaisons who serve one-year terms on this committee. We seek representation from each room but, given the volunteer nature of this committee, that may not always be the case. The Director, Associate Director, an educator, and representatives from the Finance Department of the College are also members.

Accessing Community Resources
The Center staff is familiar with the range of community resources in the Mid Coast area and around the state. If you would like us to help you get support you need in raising your family, we are happy to do so.

There is a Resource Binder (available in the office) with agency information. Parent Reps will keep families informed through email of the community events notices that come to the Center. The Center’s website will offer a calendar maintained by the Center that highlights community events and activities. In this way, parents who may not bring their children to the Center will have access to this information as well.
DAY-TO-DAY EXPERIENCES

The Children's Center offers care to the children of Bowdoin College faculty, staff, students, and alumni, as well as the greater community. We look forward to a long and rich partnership with the parents of these young children.

Center Hours of Operation

The Children’s Center is open from 7:45 AM to 5:30 PM during weekdays all year. The Center offers care to 43 children, every day, aged 6 weeks to 5 years old, in its four rooms. Parents may choose full time or part time care for their child (as space permits). There are 2 or 3-full day options for part time care during the week.

Families are always welcome to visit the Center or any area of the facility any time of the day's operating hours.

The Children’s Center is a non-smoking area

Smoking is not permitted anywhere on the Bowdoin College campus, including the Center’s outside play spaces and parking lots, as well as other areas visible from the Children’s Center.

Arrival and Departure

Daily transitions into and out of the room can be difficult for some children and parents. This is a time when families are settling their child in for the day and want to share information with their educator as well as spend a bit of time with their child. Our Center’s culture is to encourage families to either write on/read their child’s daily sheet (infant/young toddler room) or in their journal (older toddler room) to share communication about the initial important information about their day or through preschool daily notes. In each room educators welcome the family/parent, speak with the parent, and briefly share information about their day. We recognize that this is a time that should be for welcoming/rejoining and so we offer them an opportunity to engage as they choose.

Morning Drop-Off

Parents arrive at the Center when it best suits their family’s schedule. There is no deadline for dropping a child off; however, if parents are at the Center after 9:00 they may need to find their child’s class if they are taking a walk or going on a local field trip. For this reason we make plans with the educators to know their contact information when they leave the building so that we can be in touch with them to arrange for drop off wherever they are.

For your child’s safety, we require that parents or an authorized adult accompany their child into the center at arrival and departure time. Educators must be made aware of a child’s arrival and departure.
Late Pick-up/Departure Policy

Because families like to spend a few minutes checking in with educators at the end of the day and having time with their child, we ask that all families arrive at the Center no later than 5:20 PM to ensure that they can be ready to depart by 5:30 PM.

We understand that occasionally there are emergency situations that prevent parents from reaching the Center before 5:30. When such situations occur, we ask parents to call the Center as soon as possible to let us know they are going to be late picking up their child. Notifying their child’s educators allows them to better prepare for a delayed arrival.

On the Personal Information form that is filled out prior to children’s enrollment, we ask families to make specific contingency plans in the event their child is ill, and for emergencies, snow days, and early dismissals. Parents are expected to make arrangements with another parent at the Center or with someone on the authorization pick-up list for their child home if they are unavoidably or unexpectedly running late.

Field Trips

The Children’s Center is fortunate to have the entire Bowdoin campus as well as the Brunswick community and beyond at our fingertips. We find ourselves on walks and excursions at Bowdoin during the week with all of our children. We may travel to the quad to run around or to the Field House to play inside in the winter. During the spring and summer months, we walk to the Farmer’s Market on the green in Brunswick to see the animals or have a snack.

The Children’s Center uses insured and properly maintained vans from the College for more extensive field trips. Older toddlers and preschool children will ride in Bowdoin vans with van certified educators as drivers (trained through a 3 hour course at Bowdoin) to go on field trips out of the area. We usually travel to apple orchards, pumpkin patches, strawberry fields, small farms, or even to Portland to hear music.

Only certified educators or administrators with driver’s licenses will drive the vans. Parents do not drive vans and cannot take other children from the Center in cars for field trips. Parents must bring appropriate car seats for children to participate in trips for which Bowdoin College Children’s Center provides transportation. Parents will secure their child’s individual car seat in to the designated van. Educators wear seatbelts, carry valid driver’s licenses and bring all necessary first aid, cell phones, and emergency contact information. Radios are silent and educators pull over to speak on cell phones when necessary for the safety of the trip.

Parents sign Maine Licensing Field Trip Permission forms for all of our local trips and additional forms for our van trips. Parents are invited to join us on these trips.

Birthdays

Birthdays are celebrated in the older toddler and preschool rooms with us. We prepare a birthday snack made specifically for that occasion and invite parents to participate in making the snack with us. This experience builds a ritual for the children in the room to expect and look forward to and becomes part of our room culture. Birthday snacks will occur in the morning unless the parent’s schedule demands otherwise. Parents are welcome to bring in a small collection of photos of their child’s first years or favorite people. This will be our way of celebrating the child’s special day together.

Holidays and Celebrations

The Children’s Center recognizes and values the diversity of culture, heritage, and ethnicity present in our community. We welcome our families to participate in their room and in our program by offering the rituals, songs, stories, or songs that are reflective of their heritage. This may occur on a holiday, in a season, or as a moment to share.
The Parent Reps invite families to join in room activities with their own practices. Educators welcome parents’ daily contributions to the curriculum by sharing music, stories, experiences and, on occasion, material things. These sharing moments most often happen during arrival and departures where so much community is built in day-to-day exchanges. We understand that cultural expressions aren’t event driven but rather are recognition of the ongoing celebrations that make each of us individuals in our Center community.

When we recognize a more formal celebration, we consider developmental appropriateness, the influence of media and the dominant cultures values, and how we understand the celebration in our community. We will join together for different celebrations through the year: open house gatherings, room potluck snacks, to Center community meals. In this way we will learn about each other; offer children a model of inclusion, respect, and generosity; and create our own culture filled with positive values.

**Foreign Language Resources**

The Center’s mission guides us to be inclusive and supportive for families to maintain their language traditions because language is an integral element of family culture and identity. We are committed to the family’s goals regarding maintaining the home language as well as learning English, and recognizing best practices so all families are able to participate in our Center.

During the initial enrollment, educators will identify the family’s goals and values about primary and secondary language use. We will also offer a translator for meetings or translation of important written materials when parents have a primary language other than English.

Because Bowdoin College has strong language departments, the Center will use those students and faculty as resources for providing translation to families and their children in the Center. Educators are also encouraged to use materials (books, songs, tapes) to support a diverse curriculum. We consider ASL as a language choice for infants and young toddlers as well as children who may choose this as their primary language.

**Photography**

During the year, the room educators will photograph children for documentation purposes. At no time will photos of children be posted on the website, on Facebook, or be used for any purpose other than to share with families. In the event that families take photos of their child at the Center, we ask that they make sure no other child is in the photo. This protects the privacy of the other children if the parent shares the photos. Parents are asked to refrain from sharing photos on the Internet of their child if they are photographed with their classmates.

Visitors to the Children’s Center are not permitted to take photographs that include children’s faces, except with parent permission.

The Children’s Center has been fortunate to have contracts with a professional photographer to take photos that families purchase. She typically takes time each spring to photograph the children. While this is not necessarily part of the program, parents and the photographer manage this transaction on site.

**When the Center Closes**

**Professional Days and Holiday Closings**

We do close for certain holidays, professional development days, and emergency weather closings. All of the holiday and professional development closing information is found on our website. We follow the College’s academic schedule and stay open for many of the major holidays; however, we close for 3 days at Thanksgiving and often the days between Christmas and New Year’s.
The educator staff has two professional days and one professional development week each year. Please refer to our calendar on the website to see these dates. The professional development week occurs during the third week in August (or there about).

**Emergency Closings due to Weather**
When the College closes or closes any of their departments, they dismiss non-essential and/or essential personnel depending on the emergency. Since Center staff members are considered non-essential personnel at the College the Center will remain open in the event of a weather emergency until non-essential personnel are dismissed.

When the College dismisses non-essential personnel during workday hours, administrators will contact families through email to alert them to the closing. We will also leave a message on the weather line on the phone. For community family members who are not connected to the College’s announcement system, it will be important to stay in close contact with the Center when weather could be an issue. Parents will be asked to pick up their children at least 15 minutes prior to the closing time. This will mean that a parent may need to interrupt their day in order to pick up their child.

In the event that a family is unreachable and has not arrived at the designated closing time, the emergency contact for that family will be notified. It will be critical that this person is prepared to arrive at the Center and transport the child to another location so that the Center can close and educators can travel safely home. Please make sure that your emergency contact is current, that they have the necessary equipment to transport your child, and that they are able to contact you in the event that the Center calls them.

If the Center is closed for the day due to weather, we will announce the closing on the weather line on the phone and send an email message to families. The College typically alerts everybody of the weather emergencies by 7:00AM. We will respond immediately with information for parents.

**Sources of Information for Weather Emergencies**
The quickest and most direct source of information is the Weather Information line: 725-3700 ext. 6 or the College Weather Alters Line: 725-3700. Additional information is available at [http://www.bowdoin.edu/treasurer/weather-emergencies/index.shtml](http://www.bowdoin.edu/treasurer/weather-emergencies/index.shtml).

**Closing Thoughts**
If you have a question or a concern please feel free to approach any member of your child’s educator team. Staff members have an understanding of children’s development, their individual needs, and how to address particular stages of development. In cases where talking directly to the child’s educator is impractical, uncomfortable or unsuccessful, you are invited to bring your concerns to the Director, an invitation that is good any time, for any issue. The Director is charged with maintaining an organizational climate that fosters trust, collaboration, and inclusion.

We look forward to our time together!